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2019 FORD FUSION SE $13,999

1009 CENTER ST
AUBURN ME,04210

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: 3FA6P0HD7KR243410 COLOR: BLUE
STK#: 23-143 MILEAGE: 108537
EXTERIOR COLOR: BLUE INTERIOR COLOR: BLACK
DRIVETRAIN: FWD TRANSMISSION: AUTOMATIC
TRIM: SE ENGINE: 1.5L L4 DOHC 16V
CONDITION: USED MPG CITY: 23
MPG HIGHWAY: 34

DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: Introducing the 2019 Ford Fusion SE Sedan, now available at Auto City of Maine. With 108,537
miles on the clock, this well-maintained vehicle offers a perfect blend of style, performance, and practicality. The Ford
Fusion SE Sedan boasts a sleek and sophisticated design that is sure to turn heads on the road. Its aerodynamic profile,
complemented by stylish alloy wheels, creates a striking presence wherever you go. This sedan is perfect for individuals or
families looking for a reliable and comfortable daily driver. Under the hood, you'll find a capable and efficient engine that
delivers a smooth and responsive driving experience. Whether you're navigating city streets or embarking on long highway
journeys, the Ford Fusion SE Sedan provides a comfortable and confident ride. Step inside the cabin, and you'll be greeted
by a spacious and well-appointed interior. With comfortable seating for up to five passengers, everyone can enjoy the
journey. The Fusion's interior features modern amenities, including an intuitive infotainment system, Bluetooth
connectivity, and a rearview camera, ensuring convenience and entertainment throughout your drive. This 2019 Ford
Fusion SE Sedan comes with a 30-day/1,000-mile warranty, providing you with added peace of mind. Additionally, you'll
receive 30-day plates, simplifying the registration process and allowing you to hit the road with ease. At Auto City of Maine,
we prioritize the quality and reliability of our vehicles, and this Ford Fusion SE Sedan is no exception. With its impressive
mileage and well-maintained condition, it's ready to serve you for miles to come. Don't miss out on the opportunity to own
this stylish and dependable sedan. Visit Auto City of Maine today to test drive the 2019 Ford Fusion SE Sedan and
experience its exceptional performance firsthand.

Child Safety Door Locks Vehicle Anti-Theft ABS Brakes Driver Airbag
Front Side Airbag Passenger Airbag Side Head Curtain Airbag Cruise Control

Telescopic Steering Column Driver Multi-Adjustable Power Seat Front Power Lumbar
Support

Passenger Multi-Adjustable
Power Seat

Alloy Wheels Run Flat Tires Power Windows
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